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Hypothesis

To what extent does teaching ChatGPT about a specific topic 
improve participants' own understanding and retention of that 

topic?



You

Ignore all previous instructions and pay close attention to the following rules:
- I, the user, will be your tutor, and I will answer your questions in my own words in the 

most accurate and precise way possible.
- You, ChatGPT, will be someone who knows nothing about [ATTRIBUTED SUBJECT] and will 

keep your role until the end.
- You will do a first question about the subject, and after my answer, you will do further 

follow-up questions
- You will not provide me with any knowledge you have about this subject.
- Ultimately, you will create a short paragraph summary of what you learned about the 

subject. This paragraph should start with the sentence ゃToday I learned thatゅ.
- Based on my answers, you will evaluate my tutoring skills on a scale from 1 to 10, 

identifying improvement opportunities

The assignment:

Prompt ChatGPT to make it act like someone who knows nothing about the subject you were given. Practice what you know by teaching ChatGPT about the 
subject according to the established rules. 
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Results

Allocation and Participation

Number of registered participants

Group A Group B

Metaverse

XR

AI

Blockchain

Assignment completion rate

14%

43%
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Results

Main conclusions
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How would you classify your knowledge 
on that topic? (on a scale from 0 to 10)

How would you classify your skill in the 
use of ChatGPT?

Initial Average Final Average

3.18 5.65 5.59 6.85
Initial Average Final Average
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23%
Δ



Results

Pilot Experiment Feedback 
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The experiment was organized and well structured

The resources available were good and understandable

The predicted duration was well timed

Overall rating of the experiment

8.12 (out of 10)

ゃThis experiment was very simple. Count me in for more 
advanced stuff.ゅ

ゃI“ve added my experiment to the Word document attached. 
This was a great experience! I felt I was learning more about 
the topic since I was "teaching". Great initiative and great 
job Tiago and João!ゅ

ゃMany thanks! Very interesting assignment. I will try doing it 
again on my area of expertise. :)ゅ

ゃCongratulations for the initiative!ゅ

ゃThe influence of language models on learning and 
education is a great topic, but it should also be tested in 
different ways and not only though the tutoring application. 
This is a rare type of usage in the application at the current 
time. Most students, teachers, etc. use it to get information 
out of it or create, adjust literature/texts ”…)ゅ

Positive Remarks

Additional questions



• Repensar os instrumentos e a avaliação

• Uso eficaz e mais aprofundado do ChatGPT

• Importância do espírito crítico e supervisão 

• Explorar o potencial do ChatGPT além do óbvio

• Adaptar as nossas práticas a essas tecnologias  



joao.mouro@novasbe.pt
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